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millions saw the apple fall, ONLY newton asked why?!

 Curiosity gives birth to great ideas,
innovations and industry disruptions. 
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DIVE DEEP
CREATIVITY

QUESTION THE DEFAULT
BIAS FOR ACTION
INVENT AND SIMPLIFY

CORE VALUES

What is CALM?
Curiosity and Applied Learning Mindset (CALM)
prepares the brain for learning and skill acquisition.

The CORE principle that makes human life flourishing is
curiosity. If you can light the spark of curiosity in a student,
they will learn without any further assistance, very often.

Curiosity further empowers to gain more knowledge and
motivates learning in both professional and personal life. 

WHY CALM?
in 90 mins, students will learn the following:

Power of Curiosity 5 habits of curious mindLearning v/s applied learning

These aspects make your children curious thinkers along with better
learners. CALM enables students to carry out an in-depth analysis
rather than having a superficial learning experience. They will to dig
deeper and explore the world themselves.
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Knowing the answer will help you in school, 
nowing how to question will help you in life.

ManoShala aspires to become the most accessible provider for preventive
mental healthcare solutions in India. Our mission is to change the
dialogue of adapting the concept of wellbeing from the critical stage to
inculcating that as a habit. 

ManoShala has a strong team of more than 50 experts all over India and
has worked with esteemed corporates and schools. 

Kamlesh Jain, our trainer for CALM, Ex Executive
Director, Goldman Sachs, has 26 years of experience
in the corporate industry. In 2011, he founded The
Attention Institute that focuses on developing
leadership skills. 

In 10 years, he has delivered over 2,000 days of
training, impacted over 100,000 lives with
passionate learning programs, covered 7 countries
and delivered high recall value programs. 

He has worked with esteemed schools like Kohinoor
International School, Kurla, Mumbai, Kohinoor
American School, Lonavala, VPM School, Mumbai
out of the many. MR. KAMLESH JAIN

For any queries please visit https://www.manoshala.com/contact
or whatsapp us at +91 88604 47532

To know more about our offerings :
MINDQ, CALM, PACT and Parenting sessions 
You can contact us at info@manoshala.com or visit us at manoshala.com

Meet The Team


